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What is Intelligence

 Convincing evidence – “Probable cause”, “beyond a 
reasonable doubt”, or “preponderance of evidence” that 
changes minds and influences the public – is rare. 

 Intelligence rarely tries to prove anything; its purpose is to 
inform decision makers.

 Intelligence deals with the future, which is full of uncertainty. 
Implies multiple probable outcomes.

 Time is a luxury – we deal with incomplete information that 
rarely provides crystal-clear answers.  Information volume 
increases with time.

 The Intelligence Paradox:  Did acting on the intelligence 
prevent an event?



Other Research

“If we knew what we were doing it would 

no be called research”

Albert Einstein



This is Intelligence 

“Tell me what you know, 

Tell me what you don't know. 

And then, based on what you really know and

what you really don't know, 

tell me what you think is most likely to happen.“

- Secretary Colin L. Powell

Opening Remarks before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, 

Washington, DC; September 13, 2004
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Cyber Kill Chain™ Model
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Good Indicators

Observable and collectable
• If the indicator exists it must be observable and collectable 

Relevant
• Must be able to measure the event or issue

Reliable
• Others can observe the same thing about the data collected

Stable
• It must be useful over time

Unique
• Measures one thing and if combined with other records an event or specific issue



Standards for Intelligence

Clarity Is the meaning of an assessment or piece of reporting clear and 

understandable for its intended audience?

Accuracy Is the reporting true to the best of the analyst’s knowledge?

Precision Have all sources and data been thoroughly evaluated for the 

possibility of technical error or using inappropriate analytical 

models?  - Analytic Rigor

Significance Is this reporting the most important to be working on right now?

Relevance Is the information timely?  Does it have anything to do with the task 

at hand?

Depth Does this reporting or assessment go to the necessary level of 

detail?

Breadth Have all possible interpretations of the data been examined?

Objectivity Have all judgments been evaluated for bias? 

Fairness Am I representing dissenting opinions fairly?  What is my vested 

interest?



Introducing Indicators

Definition:  (Intelligence Tradecraft) An observable event or trend 

which can be used to track events, monitor targets, spot emerging 

trends, and warn of unanticipated change.

Attributes of a good indicator

• Observable

• If the indicator exists, you must be able to collect it

• Relevant

• Must be able to measure the event or issue

• Reliable

• Others can observe the same thing about the data collected

• Stable

• Must maintain usefulness over time

• Unique

• Is specific to an individual event or issue

• Can be used to rule out competing hypothesis



Types of Indicators

Atomic – an indication that the indicator cannot be broken down 
into smaller parts and still retain it’s meaning in the context of an 
intrusion
Examples:

• IP addresses 203.68.0.40

• email addresses jdoe@partnercompany.com

• x-mailer headers Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2600.0000

Computed – derived from data involved in an incident
Example:

• File hashes 595f44fec1e92a71d3e9e77456ba80d1 

• Statistical data Host A - 2.1GB outbound HTTP vs. 300KB inbound HTTP

Behavioral – collections of computed and atomic indicators. Often 
a combination of low fidelity indicators.
Examples:

• Source IP address range 125.2.3.0/24 targeting Cold Fusion web servers

• Email subject contains variation of "Conference Deadline" with PDF 
attachment from Date header UTC + 0800



Favorite Sources of Intel

Email:

Headers

1. Upstream IP or System name

2. Xmailer

3. Application Sources

To: Recording who was target 

From: Obviously a great place to block and capture

Subject: Sometimes distinct and written in a different language

Attachments: Malware droppers

Body: Specific language Google translate fails

Body: URLS

Never set it and forget to block emails, from known bad senders. 
Always block from the end users and send to IR team.



Delivery Email Headers

1. Received: (qmail 15078 invoked from network); 7 Sep 2011 05:10:49 -0000

2. Received: from msr10.hinet.net (HELO msr10.hinet.net) (168.95.4.110)

3. Received: from flower-4c4bd4d2 (203-57-206-10.HINET-IP.hinet.net [203.57.206.10])

4. by msr10.hinet.net (8.14.2/8.14.2) with SMTP id p8Q1jwjY015142

5. for ; Wed, 7 Sep  2011 13:10:25 +0800 (CST)

6. Date: Wed, 7 Sep 2011 13:10:01 +0800

7. From: “Ellen Ripley (ellen.ripley@siccoinc.com)” <ellen.ripley@siccoinc.com.xie.co>

8. To:  “Hugo Stiglitz (hugo.stiglitz@siccoinc.com)” <hugo.stiglitz@siccoinc.com>

9. Subject:  FW: ISTECH Conf

10.Message-ID: <201109070944575125767flower-4c4bd4d2@siccoinc.com.toh.info>

11.X-mailer: Foxmail 6, 15, 201, 26 [cn]

12.Reply to: ellen.ripley@siccoinc.com

13.MIME-Version: 1.0

14.Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary...



Pivoting on Indicators

Concept:  deriving additional indicators from an original 
atomic source.

Example 1:  A C2 domain bad.good4us.com resolves IP 
address of 211.65.34.12; that IP address is associated with other 
domains good.good4us.com, and xix.cie.info.

Example 2:  A malicious email that has a source IP address of 
213.13.11.22. Searching for the address reveals other attacks 
that did not come from the known bad email address.

Example 3:  C2 activity has been observed with outbound 
connections to IP address 211.65.34.12.  Searches in key data 
sources (e.g. proxy logs) show no other traffic to that IP 
address; however, searches in the same logs for addresses in 
the Class C subnet (e.g. 211.65.34.0/24) reveal additional 
suspicious activity



Confidence

LOW CONFIDENCE 

An informed guess or highly speculative conclusion subject to change. One of a number of 

competing hypotheses. A correlation based exclusively on behavioral indicators, or a single 

atomic indicator, as often seen in provisional campaign groupings. 

MODERATE CONFIDENCE 

A conclusion that seems likely to be correct based on some circumstantial evidence. A 

hypothesis supported by more than one analyst, but is not yet the consensus of the intel 

community. A correlation based on a single atomic indicator AND behavioral indicators/TTP. 

HIGH CONFIDENCE 

A conclusion that seems certain based on strong circumstantial evidence, but for which no 

direct objective evidence exists. A hypothesis that represents the consensus of the intel 

community. A correlation based on multiple atomic indicators in multiple kill chain phases, 

AND behavioral indicators/TTP. 



Indicator Sources
Internal

• Discovered internally or on a clients network

• Known applicability

• High confidence

External Trust but Verify

• Provided by an external source
• Need to be heavily vetted

• Circle of trust with business partner and industry partners
• Depending on source these can be High Confidence indicators

• Industry sharing portals (DIB, Health Care, Energy, Oil & Gas)
• If done correctly, analysts share low level details and context; not 

just the indicators but the analysis and original files

OSINT

• If pivoted from internal sources may provide additional high-fidelity 
indicators  

• Publicly exposed indicators typically are of very low in fidelity
• Have an extremely short shelf life



Indicators that produce bad intelligence

Poor quality

• Indicators that create false positives, or untested external 

sources that may not exclusively relate to attacker activity

• Cure: Testing and validating indicators – but who has the 

time and resources. If it is not observed by your team or 

comes from a trusted partner in full context, it should not 

be tested for reliability.



Feeds everyone wants your feed

Intel Feeds 

Most feeds are generally not that useful in discovery current attacks or 
mitigating about future attacks.

The companies that give intel are not providing the latest and 
greatest

Attackers can subscribe to both opensource and paid services and 
will change their tactics 

Many provide IP, domain and some sort of hash.
 Great for low hanging fruit

 Some of the feeds include IP addresses include SPAM IP addresses and generate 
a lot of false positives.

 Nothing new here catches low hanging fruit

Remember what makes good intel  



Indicators that produce bad intelligence

Bias

• Assumptions made from past knowledge without testing the 

hypothesis

• Set it and forget it!

• Can create blinders to new information

• Can also create misunderstanding and underestimation of adversary 

capabilities

• Cure: Changing perspectives and testing indicators from a different 

vantage point (alternative hypothesis).  Create a team culture of 

critical feedback and challenged assertions



Critical Thinking 

Structured analytics
• I bet you are waiting for some big data pitch here!

• Timeline analysis

• Sorting

• Matrices

• Network and / or pivotal Analysis

• Investigative mapping LMCO Cyber Kill Chain, MITRE ATT@CK

• Checking in, are my conclusions based on the evidence and artifacts 
that I have located?



Alternate Hypothesis and Scenarios

Check your prejudice at the door

Realize data may represent a multitude of possibilities

Don’t trust your experts! 
• Well at least be willing to challenge them if something seems off.

Benefit of the doubt or is there another logical explanation for this.



Indicator Pitfalls, cont.

Expiration

• Often times we hang on to indicators without reevaluating 

validity and associated changes

• Cure: Create a recurring process to check for updates to 

indicators, such as domains related to an IP address.  Assign 

ownership to the process

Burning indicators

• Public release of indicators invalidates many of them 

instantly

• Attackers read the same security blogs we do, and they test 
their tools against COTS solutions as well

• Cure: Unless there is a greater objective (e.g. create business 

opportunities, intel sharing), do not reveal what you know 

about the adversary



When should you share

Trusted business partners
• Clients who are trusted and NDA’s in place.

Heavily vetted Industry Specific Threat Sharing groups
 DSIE successes

 Face to face meetings 

 Management and  technical interfaces

 Direct IOC sharing with context not a feed only

Trusted friends 
• The intel is based a lot on who you know, and trust. 

• Quid-Pro-Quo 



Not to Share

Indicators that are specific to your organization

Ex. C2 address yourcompany.dyndns.com

Malware specific to your industry, except to those in a formal 
agreement

Online malware submissions – these can be used against you with 
regards to tracing back where the malware came from. 

Oil industry example:



Profiling organizes your information collection plan

Intelligence

Databases

Other

Sources

Message

Traffic

• Allows for more systematic data queries

• Helps to technically organize query returns

• Gives structure to an “unstructured” threat

• Helps to indentify gaps in knowledge

How does Profiling Help?

Vulnerabilities, Limitations

Strengths, Capabilities

Support Base

Methods of Operations

Targets

Organization

Social Demographics

Motivations, Goals, Objs



Expand your way of thinking


